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Complex societal or environmental problems require fast and substantial socio-technical transitions. For instance, in the case of climate change, these transitions need to take place in the energy, transport and several
industry sectors. To induce and accelerate such transitions, numerous policy interventions are required, which
interact with each other in policy mixes. While several conceptual studies on policy mixes have been published
recently, there is very little empirical research apart from single case or small-n studies. It has been prominently
argued that the debate about policy mixes has reached an impasse partly due to this lack of empirical work. This
paper addresses this gap by providing a first analysis of the temporal dynamics of complex policy mixes. To do
so, we develop a conceptualization and measurement of policy mix balance across instrument types as well as
policy mix design features (in the form of intensity as a general and technology specificity as a technology-focused
design feature). This allows us to answer the question how temporal dynamics of policy mixes differ between
countries regarding their balance and design features. Our measurement approach is developed bottom-up, i.e.,
policies are assessed individually and then aggregated systematically at the policy mix level. This enables
overcoming the ‘dependent variable problem in the study of policy change’, i.e., the problem of measuring policy
output. More specifically, we develop a comparative dataset of 522 renewable energy policies in nine OECD
countries. Our analysis shows that countries’ policy mix dynamics vary strongly regarding some variables (e.g.,
technology specificity) but less regarding others (e.g., balance). As a validity check, we also test the effects of
these mix dynamics on policy outcome in the form of renewable energy technology diffusion. We reflect our
findings in light of the theoretical debates around policy mixes and policy design and discuss how our results
provoke an agenda for the new generation of research on policy mixes. We specifically discuss avenues for future
research with a particular focus on the ‘politics of policy mixes’.

1. Introduction
Mitigating climate change, ocean acidification, and other environmental issues related to carbon emissions requires fast and substantial
socio-technical transitions in the energy, transport and several industry
sectors (IPCC, 2014). Against this background, innovation and transition
scholars analyze and debate how policy interventions can induce, accelerate and re-direct technological change (see e.g., Ashford, 1993;
Johnstone and Horbach, 2005; del Río, 2009; Rogge et al., 2011;Schmidt
et al., 2012a,b) and enable transitions towards more sustainable modes of
production and consumption – so-called sustainability transitions
(Markard et al., 2012). One important insight of these literatures is that a
focus on individual policies is too narrow. Rather, an analysis of the policy
mix is suggested, i.e. the in reality always present combination of policy
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instruments and their interplay. Policy mixes matter, as many market or
system failures (Gillingham and Sweeney, 2010), bottlenecks (Bergek
et al., 2008), risks (Waissbein et al., 2013) and actors (Kivimaa and Kern,
2016) are involved in technological change and transitions, which cannot
be addressed by a single policy. At the same time, policies never evolve in
a vacuum but are often layered on top of existing policies thus impacting
on policy mixes’ dynamics. While several conceptual studies on policy
mixes have been published recently (Flanagan et al., 2011; Rogge and
Reichardt, 2016) there is very little empirical work apart from single case
or small-n studies (Kern et al., 2017; Kern and Howlett, 2009). Howlett
and del Rio argue that the debate has reached an impasse partly due to the
lack of empirical work:
“Although thinking about the design of policy portfolios has been at
the forefront of much current research work on policy design […],
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existing studies of such bundles of tools do not use consistent terminology and fail to define the dependent variable carefully enough.
As a result, the cumulative impact of empirical studies has not been
great, theorization has lagged and understanding of the mix phenomena, despite many observations of its significance, has not improved very much over past decades. […] [Therefore,] analyses
must extend beyond questions of tool synergies and optimal design
to consideration of how and why mixes change over time” (p.
1234–5).

theoretical foundation. Section 3 provides the sampling logic for
our nine countries, introduces our methods to address the research
question, and provides details on the data used. Section 4 describes
our results regarding the dynamics of policy mixes’ balances (4.1)
and their design features (4.2). It also describes the results of our
regression analyses testing the ability of these concepts in explaining policy outcomes (4.3). Section 5 discusses these results and
proposes avenues for future research, while Section 6 concludes the
paper.

Tackling these persistent challenges requires researchers to develop
and test new bottom-up conceptualizations of and measurement approaches for policy mix dynamics. The recent turn of public policy
literature to policy design and the accompanying understanding of any
policy being composed of a combination of design elements (Howlett,
2014) could provide important reference points for such an undertaking. In a similar vein, innovation scholars have found that policy
design features are highly important in explaining the effectiveness of
policy approaches to induce technological change (Ashford et al., 1985;
Kemp and Pontoglio, 2011; Norberg-Bohm, 1999; Yin and Powers,
2010; Jenner et al., 2013). Despite this emerging interest in policy
design, the conceptualization and measurement of general policy design
features that are present across all instrument types, remains heterogeneous, preventing conceptual clarity and making it hard to relate
empirical studies to each other. Crucially, the policy design literature
remains relatively decoupled from the policy mix literature, hampering
cross-fertilization.
In this paper, we address the research gap described by Howlett and
del Rio (2015) by proposing a conceptualization and measurement of
policy mix balance across instrument types and design features (in the
form of intensity as a general and technology specificity as a socio-technical transitions-related design feature). We also develop measurements
for these three concepts and show their applicability in a larger-n
sample. In doing so we aim to answer the following research question:
How do temporal dynamics of policy mixes differ between countries
regarding their balance and design features? In order to check the validity of our concepts, in a second empirical step, we analyze to which
extent these differences can explain observed variation in the diffusion
of different technologies in these countries.
Answering our research question requires confronting a prevalent
conceptual and methodological challenge: ‘the dependent variable
problem in the study of policy change’ (Howlett and Cashore, 2009),
i.e. measuring policy output without using approximations that depend
on its effect. We address this challenge by systematically building up
our conceptualizations and measurements bottom-up: starting from
identifying instrument types and design features of individual policy
instruments, we aggregate these individual policy instruments at the
policy mix level, which allows for the systematic evaluation of policy
mix balance and designs.1 Our aim is to arrive at an empirical measurement of policy mix dynamics and check its validity. To this end, we
develop a comparative dataset of 522 renewable energy policies in nine
OECD countries. We see our approach as a contribution to developing a
toolbox for creating comparable assessments and datasets of complex
policy mixes. In turn, this empirical undertaking allows for further
analytical research into identifying characteristics of policy mixes that
contribute decisively to inducing socio-technical transitions. Also, our
empirical findings can help inform improving the ‘patching’ of policy
mixes by highlighting diverging patterns of policy mixes’ balances and
design features, (Howlett and del Rio, 2015; Howlett and Rayner, 2013;
Kern et al., 2017).
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides the

2. Conceptualizing policy mix dynamics
This section provides a background on the literature on policy mixes
and develops the new concept policy mix balance (2.1). It then reviews
the policy instrument design literature – particularly the design features
intensity and technology-specificity – and conceptualizes these two
design features at the policy mix level (2.2). Our bottom-up approach is
summarized in Section 2.3.
2.1. Policy mixes’ instrument type balance
A growing number of scholars from both public policy and innovation and transition studies engage with the questions of whether
and which policy mix characteristics matter for technological change or
any other policy outcome (del Río, 2009; Fischer and Preonas, 2010;
Flanagan et al., 2011; Howlett and del Rio, 2015; Kern and Howlett,
2009; Rogge and Reichardt, 2016). Here, we highlight reasons that
speak for a focus on mixes and their characteristics instead of individual
instruments for inducing technological change, discuss the challenges
of operationalizing conceptualizations of policy mix characteristics, and
propose a new concept that can be applied to track policy mixes in
large-n studies. Note that we follow Kern and Howlett (2009, p. 395) in
our definition of policy mixes, who state: “Policy mixes are complex
arrangements of multiple goals and means which, in many cases, have
developed incrementally over many years.” Thus, our focus is on the
temporal dynamics of policy output rather than the politics of policymaking (i.e., policy input).2
The rationale for a focus on policy mixes is supported by several
literatures. Innovation economists stress that there are multiple market
and system failures involved in technological change (e.g., Jaffe et al.,
2005).3 Similarly, innovation systems scholars have identified multiple
types of bottlenecks that block the functionality of innovation systems
(Bergek et al., 2008; Hekkert and Negro, 2009). Also researchers analyzing investment risks of new technologies find multiple risks which
hamper investment flows (Bürer and Wüstenhagen, 2009; Schmidt,
2014; Waissbein et al., 2013; Malhotra et al., 2017). These literatures
highlight that there is no single instrument that can address all of the
identified failures, bottlenecks, or risks, but that typically different instrument types are required. For instance, R&D support policies, negative externality-internalization, and information-related policies might
have to be combined. In addition, transitions scholars stress the need
that policy addresses different actor groups involved in transitions
(Geels, 2002; Kivimaa and Kern, 2016): niche actors have to be
strengthened while some regime actors have to be ‘destabilized’. Destabilizing actors requires different instrument types than strengthening
others (Kivimaa and Kern, 2016). It is furthermore important to keep in
mind that policy related to technological systems typically serves
2
We deliberately depart from policy mix conceptualizations that include the policy
process (compare e.g., Rogge and Reichardt, 2016; Edmondson et al., this volume). In our
opinion, such broad conceptualizations create a new dependent variable problem in the
study of policy change as they conflate policy input with policy output.
3
Amongst others, positive externalities related to R&D and learning-by-doing in the
form of knowledge spillovers, market power issues, negative externalities (such as carbon
emissions), and network externalities have been identified (Gillingham and Sweeney,
2010).

1
Note that this is a different understanding of ‘bottom-up’ than Ossenbrink et al.’s (this
volume). Our approach builds on generalizable characteristics of individual policy instruments identified in public policy literature (see Sections 2.2 and 2.3) rather than
specific policy impact domains, such as energy storage.
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multiple policy goals,4 which in turn also necessitates multiple instruments (Howlett and del Rio, 2015; Parris and Kates, 2003; Tinbergen,
1952). Given the wide range of targets related to socio-technical transitions and the many (regime and niche) actors (Farla et al., 2012),
typically different tools (or instrument types) are involved (Howlett,
2018; Borrás and Edquist, 2013). In consequence, policy makers need to
find a mix that caters to various goals, addresses the multiple barriers
and failures in reaching those goals, reaches the different relevant
target groups, and thereby enables socio-technical transitions (Flanagan
et al., 2011; Schmidt et al., 2012a,b; Kern and Howlett, 2009; Rogge
and Reichardt, 2016). Crucially, these complex characteristics of sociotechnical transitions pose a distinct challenge to policymaking: rather
than thinking in terms of ‘the best’ instrument type, it is about balancing
the strengths of different instrument types across a complex mix.
Also public policy literature has a long-standing interest in policy
mixes, driven mostly by the realization of temporal legacies behind
existing mixes that have emerged from gradual, often incremental
processes of change or successive reformulation (Howlett and Rayner,
2007). Rather than being the result of conscious design choices by
policy-makers, new policies are often simply added to an existing mix
without abandoning previous ones in a process called ‘layering’
(Beland, 2007; Hacker, 2004; Howlett and Rayner, 2007; Thelen,
2003). Despite the prevalence of the term in the literature, ‘layering’ as
an empirical phenomenon is not clearly defined (Heijden, 2011). Yet,
most researchers assume that it impedes the overall functioning or
success of a policy mix.
To comprehend the basic characteristics of mixes, a core set of
concepts has been developed that aim to describe the potential interplays of elements of a mix: (i) ‘consistency’ of multiple policy instruments, i.e. instruments’ ability to reinforce rather than undermine each
other; (ii) ‘coherence’ of multiple policy goals, i.e. goals’ ability to not
contradict each other; (iii) ‘congruence’ of multiple policy goals and
instruments, i.e. their ability to work together in a uni-directional
fashion (Howlett and Rayner, 2013; Kern et al., 2017). Yet, while these
concepts are clearly defined in conceptual terms, there is no established
approach to measure them empirically. According to Howlett and del
Rio (Howlett and del Rio, 2015), this lack of empirical research contributes to the limited understanding of policy mixes as a phenomena.
Some researchers opt to assess policy mix characteristics by qualitative
means (Kern et al., 2017; Rogge and Reichardt, 2016). While the
findings are interesting, these studies do not contribute to overcoming
the dependent variable problem, leaving open the question of comparability of data and generalizability of findings. Thus, more parsimonious empirical approaches are needed to facilitate large(r)-n,
comparative analysis of policy mixes’ characteristics.
Here, we develop a first empirical approach to assess a characteristic of policy mixes. To this end, we propose the new measure of the
balance across instrument types of a policy mix. We hypothesize that a
policy mix with a more balanced combination of instrument types is
more conducive to inducing socio-technical transitions than an unbalanced combination. As has been argued above, the combination of
different instrument types is needed to overcome the different market
failures, bottlenecks, or risks inherent to transitions. Policy studies also
stress that each instrument type reveals a distinct relationship between
the governing and the governed, i.e. they privilege certain actors and
exclude or constrain others (Lascoumes and Le Gales, 2007; Schaffrin
et al., 2014). Hence, an unbalanced policy mix that relies on one or few
instrument types is less likely to address all issues and reach all relevant
actors. Consequently, it is likely to be less effective.
We define policy mix balance by the dispersion of policy instruments across different instrument types. We propose to measure a

policy mix’s instrument type balance, using the 1-Simpson Index (also
called Gini-Simpson Index), which was developed in ecology to estimate the concentration of populations across different species (Hill,
1973; Simpson, 1949). Applied to policy mixes, it is expressed by the
following formula:
M

1

=1
instrument typem = 1

pi2 = 1

M
(instrumentsm *(instrumentsm
instrument typem = 1

instruments *((

instruments )

1))

1)

The term instrumentsm represents the number of policy instruments
that are of instrument typem. The 1-Simpson index ranges from zero to
one. Applied to all policies in the policy mix it represents the probability that two policies which are randomly picked from a policy mix
are of the same instrument type. In other words, if the index is one, the
likelihood is that the policies are of different instrument types is 100%.
This represents a policy mix that is very balanced across instrument
types. With a lower Gini-Simpson index, the likelihood decreases that
the two policies are of different instrument types, representing a lower
balance (or higher concentration) of policies across instrument types.
While balance is a new characteristic and does not measure the consistency of a mix, balance avoids the dependent variable problem and
can be measured directly. It thus serves as a first step towards measuring policy mix characteristics.
2.2. Policy design features of policy mixes
While the policy mix balance helps to characterize the policy mix on
a “macro-level”, it is not considering the design of the individual policy
instruments. Yet, many innovation scholars argue that the instrument
type per se is not decisive in explaining policy outcomes but that the
design features of an instrument also need to be considered (Ashford
et al., 1985; Jenner et al., 2013; Kemp and Pontoglio, 2011; NorbergBohm, 1999; Schmidt et al., 2012b; Yin and Powers, 2010).5 The design
features discussed in this literature belong to Howlett and Cashore’s
(2009) category of ‘on-the-ground-measures’ of policy components.
Instrument types, on the other hand, relate to abstract categories of
policy components.
In this literature, both the selection of relevant design features as
well as their conceptualization and measurement are contested. While
one design feature, policy stringency, is consistently referred to in these
debates, it remains underspecified in conceptual terms. Seemingly
being used synonymous to overall policy strength, stringency is not
discussed in relation to other design features and often applied in an adhoc manner for specific policy instruments such as renewable portfolio
standards (Carley and Miller, 2012; Yin and Powers, 2010). Interestingly, this has a substantial similarity to the use of stringency in environmental policy research where it is typically associated with regulatory instruments and commonly measured as levels of air pollution
or water quality standards (Holzinger et al., 2011). An alternative, more
encompassing approach to these ad-hoc conceptualizations of design
features can be found in the extensive literature on public policy
change. While not offering practical operationalization, the landmark
studies by Hall (1993) and Howlett and Cashore (2009) have stimulated
a debate about ‘the dependent variable problem in the study of policy
change’. Knill et al. (2012) have introduced the concept of ‘policy intensity’ that highlights the importance of general policy design features,
such as the level and scope of governmental intervention. Yet, this initial conceptualization of intensity remains closely linked to regulatory
policy instruments as do the concrete measurement approaches
building on it (e.g., Bauer and Knill, 2014; Gravey and Jordan, 2016),
leaving open the question whether both concept and measurement can
be meaningfully applied across other policy instrument types. Against
this background, Schaffrin et al. (2014, 2015) argue instead for building

4
Energy policy, for instance, serves multiple goals: addressing environmental concerns, such as climate change, increase affordability, and raise security of energy services
(Heffron et al., 2015). It often also entails industry policy goals (Lewis, 2014; Schmidt and
Huenteler, 2016).

5
They argue that many unsettled academic debates on the effectiveness of different
instrument types could be settled if the policy design was equally considered.
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a conceptualization of and subsequent measurement approach for intensity on the notion that any policy comprises a set of basic elements,
irrespective of policy instrument types. They propose six such elements
– objectives, scope, integration, budget, implementation, and monitoring –
that, taken together, are indicative for a policy’s overall intensity. In
terms of measurement, these indicators inform a content-based coding
procedure that allows for systematically assessing intensity over time
and space as well as across policy fields. The resulting comprehensive
assessment of policy intensity is called the Index of Policy Activity (IPA)
and aims at revealing the amount of resources, effort and political activity that is invested in or allocated to a specific policy (Schaffrin et al.,
2015, 261). The underlying assumption is that a policy with a higher
intensity is more effective in reaching its goals.
Besides the general policy design feature of intensity, there are
important features specific to technological change and transitions.
Recent innovation literature shows that the tier of technology-specificity
of an instrument can determine which technologies are picked during a
transition, i.e., where investments into R&D and technology adoption
are made (del Río, 2017; del Río González, 2008; Hoppmann et al.,
2013; Schmidt et al., 2016). As markets often select on short-term basis,
policy instruments that do not differentiate between technologies lead
to the lock-in of more mature and the lock-out of less mature technologies (Azar and Sandén, 2011; Schmidt et al., 2016). To counter this
effect, (complementary) technology-specific instruments are proposed
(del Río, 2017; del Río González, 2008; Gawel et al., 2017; Sandén and
Azar, 2005; Schmidt et al., 2012b; Van Benthem and Gillingham, 2008;
van der Zwaan et al., 2002; Vogt-Schilb and Hallegatte, 2014). However, the same neutral vs specific argument can be made on different
levels: Policies “can be specific (or neutral) only on a certain technological hierarchy level: a policy that is ‘specific’ on a certain technology
tier might still be ‘neutral’ (or rather ‘unspecific’) on the hierarchy level
below” (Schmidt et al., 2016, p. 1966).6 Technology-specificity therefore arguably is a key design criterion for determining the direction of a
socio-technical transition, i.e., which technologies win (Azar and
Sandén, 2011).
Other instrument design features discussed in the innovation literature are the predictability, timing of an instrument, or its credibility
(Kemp and Pontoglio, 2011). These are, however, much harder to
measure directly. In this first attempt to study policy design features at
the policy mix level we therefore focus on the two design features intensity and technology-specificity. Both have also been analyzed on the
individual instrument level, which allows us to relate our findings to
previous research.
If policy instrument design features matter, they should also represent an important feature of the overall policy mix. However, while
merging the two perspectives would appear as a natural next step to
move forward academic debates, current research is hampered by the
lack of comprehensive measurement approaches that deliver comparable data assessing complex policy mixes. Our study is a first attempt to
improve our understanding of policy mixes by providing a bottom-up
conceptualization of policy design features at the mix level. For the
general design feature intensity, we use the approach by Schaffrin et al.
(2015), and measure the intensity of each individual policy and sum
them up over all policies in the mix. We also identify and code each
policy’s technology-specificity. We then allot all policy instruments to
different technology specificity tiers, which allows for identifying the
technology specificity of the entire policy mix. As the technology specificity of a policy mix alone is unlikely to explain its effects (see
above), we calculate intensity at each technology specificity tier. This

represents the interaction term of intensity and technology specificity.
Following the literature on individual instrument design features, we
hypothesize that more intense policy mixes result in a higher rate of
transition. Regarding technology specificity, we hypothesize that more
mature technologies (which are more competitive with established
technologies) can become successful against the background of policy
mixes that feature a low technology-specificity (but high intensity)
whereas less economically mature technologies need the support of
more technology-specific (and intense) policy mixes.
2.3. Measuring policy mix dynamics
Our approach builds on a bottom-up logic, where each individual
policy instrument in the mix is measured through coding of its instrument type and its design features intensity and technology-specificity
(bottom part of Fig. 1). This information is then used to calculate balance and design of the policy mix through aggregation, allocation and
weighing (top part of Fig. 1). This approach allows us to avoid the
dependent variable problem in the study of policy change (Howlett and
Cashore, 2009).
Note that we do not aim to analyze the mutual interaction of policies within a policy mix. While most policy mix studies aim at analyzing instrument-interaction in the form of interaction between two
(or three) policy instrument types, a better understanding of temporal
dynamics of policy mixes is also very important. As Howlett and del Rio
(2015) point out, many existing policy mixes have developed in a
haphazard fashion through processes of policy layering rather than by
conscious and planned policy design choices. These processes need to
be better understood, empirically as well as conceptually, before focusing attention on questions of optimal policy design or the right sequencing of policy instrument choices. Our contribution to the debate is
to look at how mixes change, by focusing on the mix characteristic
balance as well as intensity and technology specificity as distinct design
features at the policy mix level. We thus go beyond studies that analyze
policy mixes on the basis of merely counting policy instruments in a mix
without considering the intensity of these individual policies (Kern
et al., 2017). Also, we go beyond the few extant analyses systematically
considering technology-specificity that typically focus on few selected
instruments and do not analyze the entire policy mix (Gawel et al.,
2017; Hoppmann et al., 2013; Lehmann and Söderholm, 2016).
3. Case selection, method, and data
3.1. Case selection
We focus on the mix of renewable energy policies in nine countries,
because renewable energy technologies are an important group of technologies for sustainability transitions (Edenhofer et al., 2011). As (in most
countries) the national level remains most important for the development of
(renewable) energy policy, we focus on this level of analysis.7 To select our
cases, we follow a diverse-case selection strategy (Gerring, 2007; Rohlfing,
2012; Seawright and Gerring, 2008), an approach intended to maximize
variance across a dimension (or dimensions) of interest. The nine countries
analyzed in this paper are Australia, Austria, Canada, Germany, Ireland,
New Zealand, Spain, Switzerland and the United Kingdom (UK). We primarily sampled countries on the opposite end of the spectrum of renewable
energy technology diffusion (excluding hydro, see Fig. 2): Germany has
been very successful in terms of the diffusion of non-hydro renewable energy technologies, with over 40% of installed power generation capacity
being renewable in 2014. Spain, the United Kingdom, and Ireland reach a
moderately high level of around 25%. Technology diffusion in all other
countries has been moderate with shares between 10 and 20% in Austria,

6
For example, while an economy-wide carbon pricing policy is technology-neutral, a
renewable portfolio standard, mandating power generators to produce a certain share of
electricity from renewable sources, is specific to the extent that the power must be renewable but is neutral regarding the type of RET. Other instruments, such as feed-in
tariffs, are typically differentiating between RET but are neutral regarding different subtechnologies (e.g., crystalline silicon vs thin-film PV).

7
We acknowledge that sub- and supra- national policies are also relevant in energy
transitions (compare other papers in this special issue)
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Fig. 1. Measuring the policy mix balance and design through a bottom-up process.

3.2. Method
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3.2.1. Assessment of policy mix balance
Each policy is coded along its instrument type. We follow the
International Energy Agency’s categorization of policy instruments
along nine different types (compare Schaffrin et al., 2014): education,
financial, incentive, investment, R&D, regulation, tradable, voluntary,
framework.8 In some occasions, policies span across instrument types
(e.g., a law that combines an incentive with a regulatory element). Such
policies are counted in each respective instrument type when calculating the policy balance. In order to estimate the balance of the policy
mix across instruments, we use the formula as described in Section 2.1.

0.0
1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014

Fig. 2. Share of renewable power generation (excluding hydro) as % of totally
installed capacity (TIC) over time.

3.2.2. Assessment of policy intensity
In this paper, we apply the measurement approach introduced by
Schaffrin et al. (Schaffrin et al., 2015, 2014), the Index of Policy Activity (IPA) to measure policy intensity at the instrument level. Conceptually, the IPA approach builds on the taxonomy of policy elements
developed by Howlett and Cashore (2009), arguing that any policy

New Zealand, and Australia, or low, with shares under 10% in Canada and
Switzerland. These cases also produce variance across other dimensions: we
include five EU member states and four non-EU countries as well as small
(er) and large(r) countries. In addition, the cases differ in terms of their
political-institutional setup with federal and unitary countries being represented, two- as well as multiple-party systems as well as different types
of democracies (Lijphart, 2012). Our sample thus includes a very diverse set
of cases across various relevant dimensions.

8
For a definition of each instrument type, see Table A1 in the Appendix in
Supplementary material.
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instrument in any policy field comprises six distinguishable elements,
which can be assessed in a systematic manner. These basic elements, in
turn, are conceptualized as indicators of the policy’s overall intensity.
Differentiating between basic policy elements is crucial for measuring
change in policy intensity, as public policy literature has highlighted
that change can occur in all policy elements independently, and also,
potentially, at different speeds (Levin et al., 2012). By following this
bottom-up approach to conceptualize policy intensity comprehensively
regardless of the policy field, the IPA approach expands on the regulation-focused understanding of the concept that remains prevalent in
intensity applications building on Knill et al.’s (2012) work. Methodologically, the IPA approach revolves around a content-based coding
procedure to be applied to each policy under investigation (for further
details see Appendix in Supplementary material, Table A2). By determining the intensity of a policy’s six basic elements, the approach
allows for the aggregation of a score (weighted number) of a policy
instrument’s overall intensity; summing up the score of all instruments
per country and year then provides the overall IPA, i.e. a score for the
whole policy mix. For details on the coding, see Section 3.3. As comparisons with other existing measurement approaches have shown, IPA
provides a valid and reliable assessment of policy instruments’ content
(Schaffrin et al., 2015). As a modification of the approach, and in line
with the theoretical arguments discussed before, each individual policy’s technology-specificity is assessed as well.

also include a term that sums up the intensity of all instruments targeting other technologies than the technology analyzed in the respective regression.11
As dependent variables, we use the percentage of installed capacity
of non-hydro renewables and in the second step the percentage of
biopower (i.e., biomass- and biogas-based electricity production capacity), wind (including on- and off-shore), and solar photovoltaics (PV)
in all electricity production capacity.12 We choose these technologies as
they represent leading renewable energy technologies and have high
long-term potential. Furthermore, in the observed period (1998–2014),
they featured major differences in economic competitiveness with nonrenewable energies, with biomass being most competitive and PV least
competitive during the observed period. One would therefore expect
technology-specificity of the policy mix to be increasingly important
when moving from biopower via wind to PV. We use a capacity indicator, as capacity is the most accurate proxy for technology diffusion
(Popp et al., 2011) and not affected by annual variations in renewable
energy supply. Fig. 2 summarizes the (non-hydro) renewable generation capacity shares as percentage of totally installed capacity in each
country over time. For a technology-specific representation, see Fig. A1
in the Appendix in Supplementary material.
We apply panel regression with ordinary least square estimation
and lag the dependent variable by one year. One observation in our
regression thus represents one country-year. We use country fixed
effects to cover all country-specific non-dynamic explanatory factors
(such as resource-availability or political institutions). We include
net energy imports as percentage of total energy use (to cover energy
dependency) as well as GDP (to cover scale effects) as dynamic
control variables on a country level (Polzin et al., 2015). At the
global level, we include Brent oil prices (annual average) as control
variable, approximating fossil fuel prices, and thus serving as alternative explanatory factor for renewable technology diffusion. We
also include a time variable to account for general trends and technological progress. Table 1 summarizes the variables’ descriptive
statistics in our sample. Table A3 in the Appendix in Supplementary
material provides the variables’ correlation data.

3.2.3. Assessment of technology-specificity
Policies aim at different technology hierarchy levels, which allows
operationalizing technology-specificity in a straightforward manner by
noting which technology tier a policy is aiming at. We distinguish between four tiers: (1) economy, (2) sector, (3) technology field, (4)
technology.9 These four tiers can be described as follows:

• An economy-tier policy is one that (potentially) affects all sectors and
•

•
•

their technologies. Examples of this kind of policy are informational
campaigns to increase climate awareness and broad carbon taxes
that treat all marginal changes in emissions equally.
Sector-tier policies are those policies that target climate-relevant
technologies associated with a particular sector of the economy. The
classic example of this tier of specificity is a policy that targets all
forms of power generation, transmission and distribution, but does
not extend to other sectors such as industrial emissions or energy
efficiency in buildings. Here we focus on the power sector.
Field-tier technology-specificity encompasses policies that target or
apply to particular categories of technologies within a sector. An
example of field-tier policies within the power sector include those
that specifically seek to promote renewable power generation (focus
of this paper), such as renewable portfolio standards.
Once policies become focused on a single technology, they are coded
at the technology-tier of specificity. Many feed-in tariffs fall into this
category, as they pay different premiums for different renewable
energy technologies, such as wind, solar or biomass.10

3.3. Data and coding
Data on policy instruments was compiled by collecting information
from public sources: the Policies and Measures Databases of the
International Energy Agency and the Climate Policies and Measures in
Europe Database of the European Environment Agency. We also used
UNFCCC National Communications and other national documents such
as governmental reports to add further policy instruments not listed in
the public datasets or to complement information on policy instruments’ characteristics. In total, 522 policy instruments with varying
numbers per country and per year were analyzed. The coding of policy
instruments was done according to the scheme described in Table A2 of
the Appendix in Supplementary material by two coders and checked by
the authors of this study to increase the validity of assessment. If differences in the assessment of a policy instrument arose between the
coders, the value of the debated intensity measure was set in a group
discussion. The standard IPA dataset then was complemented with information regarding technology-specificity (see 3.2). For an exemplary
illustration of how instruments were coded, please see Table A4 in the
Appendix in Supplementary material. To calculate the interaction term
of intensity and technology specificity, we sum up the IPA of all policy
instruments on each technology-specificity tier. Data on the renewable

3.2.4. Assessment of policy mix effects – regression analysis
To test the effect of the policy mix variables, we regress the diffusion
of new renewable energy technologies in each country on the balance
and intensity of the policy mix. In a second step, we focus on the effect
of technology specificity and regress the diffusion of three individual
renewable energy technologies (biopower, wind, PV) on the intensity
on the four technology-specificity levels (this represents the interaction
term of intensity and technology specificity). In these regressions, we

11
E.g., when analyzing the diffusion of wind, we include a variable measuring the
intensity (IPA) of policies targeting wind as well as a second variable that sums up the
intensity (IPA) of policies targeting all other renewable energy technologies than wind.
12
In the analysis of the policy mix we also include geothermal and hydro power.
However, we do not provide own regression analyses due to the limited variance on the
dependent variable (compare Polzin et al., 2015).

9

We follow Schmidt et al. (2016) in the definition and delineation of these tiers.
In order to systematically differentiate between energy technologies at the technology level, we follow the definition provided by the European Patent Office (http://
www.epo.org/news-issues/issues/classification/classification.html.
10
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Table 1
Variable overview and descriptive statistics.
Variable

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

Non-hydro renewable as % of installed capacity
Wind as % of installed capacity
PV as % of installed capacity
Biopower as % installed capacity
Total Intensity
Policy Mix balance
Intensity Economy
Intensity Sector
Intensity Field
Intensity Tech – Total
Intensity Tech – Biopower
Intensity Tech – Wind
Intensity Tech – PV
Net Energy Imports as % of energy use
Brent Oil Price (in USD per barrel)
GDP Total (in trillion USD)

10.97
6.15
1.34
1.22
5.23
0.85
0.62
0.62
0.88
3.46
1.81
1.49
1.75
19.43
61.31
1.06

9.04
6.68
3.30
1.78
3.29
0.06
0.94
0.71
0.70
2.73
1.81
1.39
1.73
69.49
34.57
1.00

0.99
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
−26.81
13.40
0.27

42.45
24.36
19.52
8.11
14.35
1.00
4.00
2.97
2.95
12.92
7.12
6.14
7.34
90.68
111.60
3.87

energy capacity stems from the OECD Energy database.13 Data on
control variables was retrieved from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators database14 (net energy imports and GDP), as well as
Quandl.com (Brent prices).

4.2. Policy mixes’ intensity and technology specificity
The results of our analysis regarding policy intensity dynamics in
total and on the technology-specificity levels are depicted in Fig. 4,
generally revealing large variance across as well as within cases, i.e.
across the four technology specificity levels. Still, several general crosscase trends can be identified:
First, over time, only two countries, Germany and the UK, reveal a
pattern of prolonged build-up of their mixes’ overall policy intensity,
whereas change in the other countries’ intensity is more incremental
(with occasional short-term spikes in intensity). Yet, since around 2010,
those two leaders seem to have reached a plateau, with the UK even
decreasing her mix’s intensity in the most recent period. Second, overall
intensity is either driven by intensity on the technology specificity tier
(as in Australia, Germany, Ireland, Spain, and Switzerland) or by more
evenly spread dynamics across all four specificity levels. The UK is the
only country where, from 2008 onwards, an increase in intensity at the
economy tier contributes noticeably to the overall policy intensity dynamics. Third, countries’ intensity patterns across the technology specificity tiers are very consistent over time, with the exception of the UK
where, between 2006 and 2008, the decrease of intensity at the sector
tier is offset by a marked increase in economy tier intensity. To a degree, Australia also shows a similar trend with regard to the technology
and field tiers after 2012.
Zooming in on the technology tier, we differentiate between the
various renewable energy technologies that are targeted by the instruments in a policy mix. Fig. 5 provides an overview over these
trends. Interestingly, no country focuses exclusively on only one or two
technologies. In fact, most countries support five renewable energy
technologies (biomass, wind, and PV plus geothermal and hydro), with
the exception of Spain and Canada (no dedicated geothermal policies),
and New Zealand (no policies targeting wind or PV). Thus, most
countries seem to target technologies rather equally, with Canada
(except for geothermal) and Switzerland revealing the most evenly
distributed mix at the technology tier. Only Ireland features more
variance between technologies.

4. Results
4.1. Policy mixes’ instrument type balance
The results of our analysis regarding policy mix balance are shown
in Fig. 3, revealing complex dynamics over time and across cases. Some
general patterns and peculiar observations can be discerned:
First, policy mixes’ balance is rather high, with values mostly between 0.8 and 0.9 across all cases. Major volatilities in balance are
limited to the early phase of mixes’ development when they occur with
few policies being in place. Interestingly, balance is not systematically
different between cases with a high or low number of policy instruments in the mix. Australia with 109 and Ireland with 29 policies in
2012 exhibit a similar balance. Second, major additions of new policy
instruments to the mix do not seem to have a negative impact on overall
balance as can be seen, for example, in Canada between 2002 and 2003
(from 45 to 62 policy instruments), Germany between 2006 and 2007
(40–52), Spain between 2006 and 2007 (22–41), or Switzerland between 2008 and 2009 and 2012–2013 (44–56 and 47–61, respectively).
Only occasionally, for example in Australia between 2003 and 2004 and
New Zealand between 2001 and 2002, do major additions to the policy
mix have a slightly positive impact on overall balance. Regarding the
opposite dynamics of major subtraction of policy instruments, as in
Australia (2012–2014), Canada (2011–2014), New Zealand
(2010–2014), Spain (2011–2014), and the UK (2010–2014), our findings indicate that during such periods of dismantling, the balance of
mixes is also not substantially negatively impacted. Third, the use of
policy instrument types is very distinct across cases and very stable over
time. While the relative weight of policy instrument types changes
across cases, with, for example, financial instruments or framework
policies providing the biggest chunk as in Canada and Germany, respectively, the mixes’ overall composition in terms of instrument types
only changes incrementally over time. The UK is singular in the sense
that here at one point, between 2011 and 2012, two instrument types,
education and R&D policies, are removed (almost) completely from the
mix.
13
14

4.3. The effects of mixes’ balance and design features on technology
diffusion
While the key contribution of our paper is conceptual as well as
descriptive, we also analyze the effect of the observed variance in terms
of policy mix balance and design on an important outcome variable of
technological change: the diffusion of technology. We first analyze the
effect on total renewable energy diffusion and then zoom in on the

https://data.oecd.org/energy.htm.
http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators.
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Fig. 3. Instrument balance of the policy mix. Lines represent the balance of the mix (left-hand axis); columns represent the number of policy instruments enacted,
with different colors representing different policy instrument types.

diffusion of three selected technologies. While technology diffusion is
not the only relevant outcome variable, we argue it is the most directly
correlated variable with renewable energy policy mixes. Hence, if
meaningful, the balance and the design of a policy mix should become
significant.
The results of our first statistical analysis on the effects of policy mix
balance and overall intensity on renewable energy diffusion are shown
in Table 2. We observe a significant negative effect of balance on the
diffusion of total renewable energy capacity but no significant effect of
the overall intensity. The latter observation shows that intensity alone
might not explain technology diffusion. In a further analytical step, we
therefore analyze the role of policy mix design features in more detail
below (see Table 3). The former observation contradicts our assumption

regarding the potential effect of balance (see 2.1). However, the fact
that there is a significant correlation implies that the balance of policy
mixes’ instrument types is generally a relevant policy mix characteristic
deserving systematic attention. It should be pointed out that the share
of renewable capacity is only one important outcome variable. Further
causal analysis should corroborate the relevance of policy mix balance
employing a wider set of outcome variables (such as patents).
Table 3 summarizes the results of our regression analyses of policy
mix intensity’s effect at the four specificity levels. The dependent
variables are the diffusion of biopower, wind, and PV. We observe that
policy mix intensity neither at the economy nor at the sector tier had a
significant positive effect on the diffusion of the three technologies (at
p < 0.05). On the contrary, we observe a negative effect of these more
8
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Fig. 4. The technology-specificity of renewable energy-related policy mixes in the nine analyzed countries. The values depict the IPA per year on each of the four
specificity levels: Economy, Sector, Field, and Technology. The overall IPA per year for the whole policy mix is shown as black line.

technology-unspecific policies for wind. For biopower, policy mix intensity at the field tier seems to be an important driver of technology
diffusion, which is in line with our expectations. Interestingly, technology-tier policy mix intensity does not score significantly for biopower. In contrast, wind and PV are only significantly positively affected by policy mix intensity at the technology-tier. This indicates that
biopower – as a more economically mature technology during the observed period – was rather picked by markets if the policy did not
differentiate between different renewable energy technologies. For
wind and PV to diffuse, the policy mix needed to be more technologyspecific, which was expected for PV. Other papers, which have focused
on individual policies on the technology- (e.g., feed-in tariffs, FiTs) vs
field tier (e.g., renewable portfolio standards, RPS) – but not on the
policy mix – found indications that wind (and biopower) would be
picked by markets when field-tier cornerstone policy instruments are
enacted (Polzin et al., 2015; Schmidt et al., 2016). However, our results
indicate that (additional) policies at the technology tier might be necessary.15

5. Discussion and implications for the new generation of policy
mix studies
Our analysis is a first attempt to systematically quantify policy mix
characteristics and design features. We thereby contribute to improving
policy mix thinking in both innovation and policy studies. Here we
reflect our findings in light of the theoretical debates referenced in
Section 2 and discuss how our results provoke an agenda for the new
generation of research on policy mixes. We then discuss avenues for
future research with a particular focus on the ‘politics of policy mixes’.
5.1. Insights and implications from a quantitative account of policy mix
dynamics
Regarding policy mixes’ balance of instrument types, we find little
variation across countries after initial fluctuations when the policy field is
established. ‘Layering’ of policy instruments seems to be the predominant
process by which policy mixes evolve over time, proving the assumptions of
the more conceptual literature on policy mix dynamics. However, contrary
to views about ‘layering’ having a negative impact on policy mixes’ characteristic (Howlett and del Rio, 2015; Howlett and Rayner, 2007), our
empirical findings suggest that ‘layering’ as such does not lead to imbalance.
Therefore, it seems important to reassess the potential of ‘layering’ to serve
as a realistic design strategy for more effective policy mixes. Recent policy
design research, for example, has stressed the need for more realistic design
strategies in the form of ‘patching’ (altering only specific elements of existing mixes) in circumstances where ‘packaging’ (introducing entirely new

15
This might be related to the fact that biopower is technically much closer to fossil
fuel-based technologies. Often biomass is even simply co-fired in (existing) coal plants
(Al-Mansour and Zuwala, 2010). In addition, biopower integration into the existing
electricity system is much easier as it typically is dispatchable and non-intermittent.
Wind, on the other hand, is a technology that differs in many aspects from incumbent
power generation technologies, e.g., because of its intermittency (Albadi and El-Saadany,
2010). It therefore seems to require more additional instruments at the technology level,
such as regulations mandating grid access and feed-in priority.
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Fig. 5. Policy intensity of the policy mix at the technology tier.
Table 2
Results of regression analysis: share of total renewable power generation capacity (in percent of total generation capacity) regressed on balance and intensity
(country fixed effects).
Balance

Intensity

Balance
Intensity

−0.161**

(0.069)

Net Energy Imports %
GDP Total
Brent Oil Price
Time

0.0004
0.000**
−0.0002
0.012***

Observations
R2/Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

128
0.949/0.943
0.034 (df = 115)
164.3***

Balance and Intensity

0.003

(0.003)

−0.159**
0.002

(0.069)
(0.003)

(0.0003)
(0.000)
(0.0003)
(0.002)

0.0004
0.000
−0.0001
0.011***

(0.0003)
(0.000)
(0.0003)
(0.002)

0.0003
0.000*
−0.0002
0.011***

(0.0003)
(0.000)
(0.0003)
(0.002)

(df = 13;115)

128
0.947/0.941
0.035 (df = 115)
157.5***

(df = 13;115)

128
0.949/0.943
0.034 (df = 114)
152.1***

(df = 14;114)

Note: *p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01; (Standard errors in brackets).

policy mixes) is not viable (Howlett and del Rio, 2015; Kern et al., 2017).
Interestingly, building on Patashnik’s (2003) work on the political sustainability of policy reforms, Daugbjerg and Swinbank (2015) argue as well for
a more positive take on ‘layering’. They discuss how adding new layers in
the form of new policy instrument types can reflect pressure for dismantling
from actors that are negatively affected by the original policy. ‘Layering’
thus can turn into a strategy where “policy designers can change the distribution of costs and benefits by adding new policy instruments […] and
thus change the interest configuration around policy” (p. 268). This is potentially a very important insight for research interested in understanding
(and potentially influencing) the long-term trajectory of policy mix dynamics. In terms of research agendas, such empirically palpable dynamics
can inform the debate about policy mixes in innovation studies and public
policy. So far, policy mix studies have primarily focused on concepts (such
as ‘consistency’, ‘coherence’, and ‘congruence’; see 2.1) rather than quantitative analysis. Regarding the effect of balance on technological change, we
find that it has a significant effect, albeit in the opposite direction as

predicted. This might point to the fact that not all market failures, functions
or risks (compare 2.1) are equally important so that some require more or
less instruments. More scrutiny is needed to establish the mechanisms behind this effect.
Turning to our results on the policy design features at the mix level,
we identify strong variance on overall intensity as well as between
technology specificity levels. This provides an interesting insight into
the debate around a country’s propensity to ‘pick winners’ (for an
overview of the debate see e.g., Schmidt et al., 2016). Some countries
(such as Germany and Spain) are more willing to ‘pick winners’ also in
the emerging field of renewable energy policy. Other countries (e.g.,
New Zealand and the UK) feature policy mixes with a relatively low
technology-specificity (at least initially). The drivers of these differences warrant further research (see below). Interestingly, while there is
large variance of intensity on the four technology-specificity tiers, the
analyzed countries do not seem to favor specific technologies at the
technology tier, where we observe mostly parallel policy intensity in
10
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Table 3
Results of regression analyses: share of individual technologies’ power generation capacity (in % of total generation capacity) regressed on intensity*technologyspecificity (country fixed effects).
Biopower

Wind

PV

IntEconomy
IntSector
IntField
IntTech.i
Int(1-Tech.i)

0.002
0.001
0.009***
0.001
0.001

(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.001)
(0.001)

−0.022***
−0.029***
−0.003
0.007**
−0.002

(0.004)
(0.005)
(0.005)
(0.003)
(0.003)

0.004
0.008*
−0.005
0.016***
0.005*

(0.005)
(0.005)
(0.005)
(0.003)
(0.003)

Net Energy Imports %
GDP Total
Brent Oil Price
Time

0.0003***
−0.000
0.00003
−0.00004

(0.0001)
(0.000)
(0.0001)
(0.001)

0.001***
−0.000
0.0001
0.011***

(0.0002)
(0.000)
(0.0002)
(0.002)

−0.001***
0.000***
0.0001
−0.003*

(0.0002)
(0.000)
(0.0002)
(0.002)

Observations
R2/Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

128
0.942/0.933
0.007 (df = 111)
106.427***

(df = 17;111)

128
0.966/0.960
0.019 (df = 111)
183.078***

(df = 17;111)

128
0.752/0.714
0.020 (df = 111)
19.807***

(df = 17;111)

Note: *p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01; (Standard errors in brackets).

(as there are arguably much less design features than instrument types)17 .
Future research should thus investigate other design features and their
interactions, be it general features such as ‘predictability’ (Kemp and
Pontoglio, 2011), or policy-field related features, such as ‘application-specificity’ (compare Schmidt et al., 2016) in the case of policy mixes related
to technological transitions.

the policy mix for each individual renewable energy technology (see
Fig. 4). This can be interpreted as a portfolio strategy (Schmidt et al.,
2016), where countries support various technologies to foster variety,
cross-technological competition, and spillovers, putting in question the
claim that governments pick (few) politically opportune options (resulting in the claim that ‘governments are bad at picking winners’).
When looking at the effects of intensity on renewable energy diffusion,
we only observe significant results when including technology-specificity.
While for biopower and PV the results are in line with our assumption
(which was informed by analyses of individual policy instruments), the
case of wind sticks out: Other than previous studies analyzing the effect of
individual (cornerstone) policies, we find that a higher technology-specificity is necessary to induce the diffusion of wind capacity. This finding
can inform transitions literature (see e.g., Smith and Raven, 2012) as
technologies that conform less with the incumbent socio-technical regime
(such as wind compared to biopower) seem to require additional instruments at the technology tier, to ‘stretch’ the regime and allow the nichetechnology to enter markets. The role of these additional policies is
overlooked by studies focusing purely on individual (cornerstone) instruments, such as FiTs or RPS, and not the overall policy mix and its design
features. Our results indicate that analyzing the policy mix might be more
helpful in explaining technology diffusion in comparison to an analytical
focus on individual instruments alone.
Another interesting insight emerges, when comparing the lines in
Fig. 4 (intensity) with the columns in Fig. 3 (number of policies). It becomes obvious that policy intensity does not always correlate with the
numbers of policy instruments enacted in a policy mix (i.e., ‘policy density’).16 Hence, measures like policy intensity (which can be applied to
policy mixes in any field), should be used in analyses of policy mixes rather than simply establishing their density. Based on this insight, future
analyses could improve the measurement of policy mix characteristics by
including policy design (e.g., by using intensity-weighted measurement of
policy instruments when calculating the policy mix balance). More generally, our results highlight the role of design features at the policy mix
level, and particularly their interaction (see intensity at the technology
specificity levels). This insight can inform future research on policy mixes.
Most analyses on interaction effect focus on the interaction of two or three
instruments. Analyzing the interaction of dozens of instruments (in our
sample, we find renewable energy policy mixes with up to 109 instruments) is not realistic. Our analysis suggests that focusing on design features at the policy mix level and their interaction might be more rewarding

5.2. Informing the research agenda on the ‘politics of policy mixes’
Innovation and transition scholars recently have turned their attention towards the politics of transitions, and more specifically, the
politics of policy mixes for transitions (Rogge and Reichardt, 2016).
However, so far this research is mostly focusing on conceptual aspects.
Our quantitative empirical account of policy mixes’ temporal dynamics
can also inform this emerging research agenda in at least two ways:
First, the determinants of the observed similarities and differences in
policy mixes’ balance and design features (intensity, technology specificity) should be analyzed in greater detail. Policy studies literature can
provide the basis for determining drivers of as well as structuring factors
for the speed and direction of policy change, such as political actors, political institutions or external perturbations. While this is established
practice, our findings of relatively stable, long-term patterns of policy instrument choice beg the question to which extent countries follow higherlevel ‘policy styles’ when establishing new policy fields (such as renewable
energy policy) and how this determines policy mix trajectories. Here,
policy design literature could be helpful for establishing whether more
abstract ‘instrument logics’ (Howlett and Cashore, 2009), such as the
propensity to ‘pick winners’, determine design and instrument choices in
policy mixes. In that sense, our findings also point to the role of industry
policy tradition in determining policy dynamics, a perspective that received very little attention lately. In addition, the feedback between
technological change and policy dynamics should be systematically investigated (Schmidt and Sewerin, 2017).
Second, more attention should be paid to dynamics during periods of
policy ‘dismantling’. Our findings indicate that during such periods, as in
Australia (2012–2014), Canada (2011–2014), New Zealand (2010–2014),
Spain (2011–2014), and the UK (2010–2014), the balance of mixes is not
substantially negatively impacted. The implication of this finding is that
dismantling strategies are more subtle than the suspension of specific instrument types (Bauer and Knill, 2012). In our sample, we only find one
instance where a policy instrument type disappears completely from the
17
The number of policy design features can be arguably large, too. However, previous
literature analyzing individual instruments has identified the most relevant design features, resulting in a manageable number of design features (see e.g., Kemp and Pontoglio,
2011).

16

For instance, when comparing Germany with Australia, we find that the former has
a high policy mix intensity and density and the latter only a high density, as weaker or
more symbolic policies are ‘discounted’ by the IPA approach.
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mix and that is education policies in the UK after 2011.
The emerging literature on ‘instrument constituencies’ (Béland and
Howlett, 2016) or ‘design advocacy’ (Schmidt et al., 2016) could be
particularly relevant for addressing these two important topics for research into complex policy mix dynamics in technology-related policy
fields. Instrument and design constituencies are dedicated to the promotion of particular policy instruments or designs. Their systematic
analysis would help shed light on the ‘supply side’ of policy dynamics.
Thus, important insights into the mechanisms behind the choice of
specific policy instrument types as well as specific policy design
choices, such as technology-specificity, could be gained. Crucially, research applying such a perspective should be able to explain both the
lock-in of policy choices as well as instances of policy dismantling.
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